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Ways of modernization of higher 
education in Kazakhstan

The comprehensive analysis of all mentioned scientific works prove 
that in the world community (the USA, Finland, Great Britain, Germany, 
Russia, etc.) the modernization of the higher education systems is in full 
swing. The special attention in these countries is paid to the quality of 
training highly qualified and professional university graduates. It can be 
attained by providing the best financial, technical, psychological and 
pedagogical conditions, by comprehensive development of infrastructure, 
selection of educational conceptions, pedagogical methods and technolo
gies, textbooks and a proper choice of highly professional staff. 
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До сы баева Г.К.

Қа зақ стан да ғы Жо ға ры бі лім 
бе ру ді ре фор ма лаудың  

кей бір нә ти же ле рі ту ра лы 

Қа зақ стан ның жо ғар ғы бі лім бе ру тә жі ри бе сін зерт теу ба ры сын
да елі міз де әлем дік тә жі ри бе мен са лыс тыр ған да қайта құ ру үде ріс
те рі нің өте баяу жүр гі зі ліп жат қа нын аң ға рт ты. Әлем де гі за ма науи 
жо ға ры бі лім бе ру стан дарт та ры ның да муы АҚШ тә жі ри бе сі не қы
зы ғу шы лық та ны тып, оның бо ла шақ кә сі би ма ман дар ды дай ын дау 
әдіс те рі ке ңі нен қол да ны лу да. 

Түйін сөз дер: Қа зақ стан ның жо ғар ғы мек те бі, жо ғар ғы бі лім бе
ру де гі қайта құ ру лар үде рі сі, әлем дік ба сым ды лық тар, әлем дік бі лім 
бе ру ке ңіс ті гін де гі ин тег ра ция, ұлт тық бі лім бе ру ді ре фор ма лау.

До сы баева Г.К.

О не ко то рых ре зуль та тах  
ре фор ми ро ва ния выс ше го  
об ра зо ва ния в Ка за х стане

Изу че ние опы та ра бо ты выс шей шко лы Ка за х стана убеж дают нас 
в том, что про цесс пе ре ст рой ки выс ше го об ра зо ва ния в соот ве тс твии 
с ми ро вы ми приори те та ми про те кает дос та точ но мед лен но. А меж ду 
тем сов ре мен ный этап раз ви тия об ра зо ва ния в ми ре ха рак те ри зует ся 
по вы ше нием ин те ре са к опы ту выс ше го об ра зо ва ния в США, ин тен
сив ным ис поль зо ва нием его в про фес сио наль ной под го тов ке бу ду
щих спе циалис тов. Ст рем ле ние Ка за х стана к ин тег ра ции в ми ро вое 
об ра зо ва тель ное прост ранс тво, к приз на нию на ших дип ло мов и спе
циалис тов в ст ра нах ци ви ли зо ван но го ми ра обя зы вает нас проана
ли зи ро вать сис те му выс ше го об ра зо ва ния США и выя вить ее осо
бен нос ти, об ра тить вни ма ние на то по зи тив ное, что прив не се но ими 
в раз ви тие выс ше го об ра зо ва ния в ми ре. Не прос то за фик си ро вать 
по зи тив ный опыт, а выя вить и ос мыс лить его со дер жа ние, тен ден ции 
и воз мож нос ть ис поль зо ва ния в прак ти ке ву зов Ка за х стана. 

Клю че вые сло ва: выс шая шко ла, про цесс пе ре ст рой ки, ми ро вые 
приори те ты, ин тег ра ция в ми ро вое об ра зо ва тель ное прост ранс тво, 
ре фор ми ро ва ния на циональ ной сис те мы об ра зо ва ния.
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Introduction 

The comprehensive analysis of all mentioned scientific works 
prove that in the world community (the USA, Finland, Great Britain, 
Germany, Russia, etc.) the modernization of the higher education 
systems is in full swing. The special attention in these countries 
is paid to the quality of training highly qualified and professional 
university graduates. It can be attained by providing the best 
financial, technical, psychological and pedagogical conditions, 
by comprehensive development of infrastructure, selection of 
educational conceptions, pedagogical methods and technologies, 
textbooks and a proper choice of highly professional staff. The study 
of working experience of the higher institutions in RK convince us 
that the process of reforming of higher education in our country 
is rather slow, meanwhile at the modern stage of educational 
development in the world is characterized by increasing interest to 
the experience of US higher education, by intensive usage of it in 
professional training of future specialists.

Pilot Content Analysis. Methodology

The willingness of RK integration into the world educational 
community, to acknowledgment of our diplomas and our specialists 
in the countries of the civilized world make us analyze the US system 
of higher education, reveal its peculiarities and pay attention to its 
positive sides. We should not simply fix their positive tendencies in 
the practical work at the universities of RK. All mentioned above 
testify the availability of contradiction of the need of RK to the world 
modern tendencies and real situation of this problem in the country. 
The given contradiction has determined the theme of my research: 
what are the tendencies and peculiarities of the development of the 
higher education of the USA. So, the subject of my research is the 
perfection of training and upbringing of the future specialists in the 
modern higher institutions of RK with the help of combined US 
experience. 

2.2. The results of the research 
Conducting this research I have developed a hypothesis: 

if we take the combined experience of the USA and RK we will 
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be able to approach the quality and system of the 
preparation of the specialists to the world standards 
as the US educational system is the most successful, 
competitive and productive.

In accordance with the problem, aim, hypothesis 
and the subject of the research the following tasks 
have been put:

To reveal tendencies and peculiarities of the 
development of the US higher education;

To disclose specific features of organizing 
teaching process and requirements necessary for 
teaching staff of the leading universities of the USA;

To develop scientifically proved conclusions and 
recommendations on usage of positive experience 
of the USA for higher educational system of RK.

Thus in the conclusion, the perfection of the 
teaching process and upbringing of future specialists 
in modern higher education of Republic Kazakhstan 
using the combined experience of foreign countries 
should be based on similar priority directions which 
can be the basis for RK to enter the world educational 
community on equal.

Conclusion

Comprehensive analysis of the development of 
the higher education system of the USA allows to 
make up the following conclusions:

1. The study of the foreign pedagogical 
experience may be one of the possible ways of 
increasing the efficiency of the higher education in 
Kazakhstan. The science of education (educology) 
as any other spheres of knowledge and practice 
can’t be developing in isolation from the world 
experience. (Higher education today 2000: p.60-67).

Creative use of foreign high school practice 
and pedagogics, accumulation of knowledge on 
tendencies of foreign educational systems, prognosis 
of their development provide intact vision of modern 
educational problems and ways of their solution.

Any theoretical research in the frame of 
comparative analysis should be defined by bringing of 
the results of positive foreign experience to the level 
of transformation into practical recommendations 
for government bodies of the higher education, for 
universities and teachers and as for prognosing function 
it is to reveal tendencies, to develop exact methods of 
teaching. (Higher education abroad, 1999, 342)

2. Nowadays the higher education is dynamically 
developing in the USA. The US educational strategy 
and the system of higher education in particular is 
recognized as the most effective and successful.

3. The most important tendencies of the 
higher educational system in the USA are: 

globalization, technologization, computerization, 
internationalization and through these things to 
strengthen positions at world educational market. 
The brilliant development of all these tendencies 
make US educational system highly competitive 
all over the world. (Dzhurinsky A.N., 2004, 83-
92; Zamulin O.A.,Kapustin B.G.,Konstantinovsky 
D.L. 2004, 46-51; Chernomorova T.V., 2001, 96; 
Zaretskaya S.L., 2001, p.96)

4. The major indices of high competition of the 
US higher education are: in the rating of the best 
world universities 60 of them are from the USA. In 
the country there is the largest number of outstanding 
specialists with the world fame and consequently 
the outstanding fundamental researches which is 
also testified by the number of Nobel Prize winners 
(148). The American system of higher education 
is perfectly harmonized with demands of industry 
and large corporations, large and small firms and 
characterized by high quality and efficiency of 
multilevel preparation of specialists especially 
in post diploma preparation that all attracts 
increasing number of students throughout the 
world. (International Journ.Continuing Engineering 
Education, 1990, 10-17; Fedorov I., Erkovich 
S.Higher Education in Russia, 2003, p.40)

The participation at the educational market as 
independent players changes basically the nature 
of the higher education of the USA. From now on 
it becomes entrepreneurship: all links of university 
structure become self-determined on competition 
and income. (Zamulin O.A., Kapustin B.G., 
Konstantinovsky D.L., Pokrovsky N.E., Pochta 
U.M., Radaev V.V., 50-57; Falushina L.I., 2005, 
p.37-43). 

Thus, it follows that productively and 
entrepreneurship are the peculiar features of the 
modern educational system of the USA which lead 
to the following conclusions:

- decreasing the importance of systematic 
fundaments;

- search for innovation; 
- the organization of teaching process with 

emphasis on interdisciplines, on serious independent 
work of the students as the main requirements of the 
quality; 

- the qualitative selection of school-leavers 
through social colleges and highly professional 
teachers (Denis M., 2004, 52-58);

6. The main problems of the higher educational 
system of RK which restrain its development are:

 – low demand of post-graduates after graduating 
from universities. The closure of specialties not 
competitive at market is slowly resolved;
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- the system of higher education in RK can’t 
provide outstripping education, can’t prepare 
specialists with orientation on technological 
progress and specialists able to change briefly their 
professions (State programme of the development 
of Education in RK on 2005–2010, 2004, 15)

 – low level of specialists’ preparation for 
innovative sphere. There can be mentioned such 
things as: low level of development of innovative 
infrastructure of science and education, low 
innovative direction of educational programs, poor 
financial provision in all specialties especially 
technical ones. Besides students take weak parts in 
carrying out state scientific and scientific–technical 
programs linked with innovative activity, the 

absence of effective connection of education and 
science with industry and so on.

- there are significant problems in informatization 
of higher education. Existing state inter-regional 
channels do not meet requirements of informatization 
of education, standard juridical basis is poorly 
developed and there is lack of electronic products in 
official language, lack of preparation of specialists 
in informatics and informational technologies in 
official language.

Besides there is no program provision for 
developing educational portals, electronic libraries, 
mediateques and the distance education is very poor 
in the country. (Kazakhstan in 2004. Agency of RK 
on statics, 2004, p.6-9).
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